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Abstract
Several methods have been developed for the simulation of the Hawkes process. The oldest approach is
the inverse sampling transform (ITS) suggested in (Ozaki, 1979), but rapidly abandoned in favor of more
efficient alternatives. This manuscript shows that the ITS approach can be conveniently discussed in
terms of Lambert-W functions. An optimized and efficient implementation suggests that this approach
is computationally more performing than more recent alternatives available for the simulation of the
Hawkes process.
1 Introduction
Forty years passed since the very first method for the simulation of the so-called Hawkes process passed
(Ozaki, 1979). However, the method developed in (Ozaki, 1979) has been abandoned very soon in favor of
the more efficient method of (Lewis and Shedler, 1979), applied to the Hawkes process in (Ogata, 1981), only
two years later. In the following decades, further improvements on the simulation of the Hawkes process and
alternative methods have been explored, leaving the simple and intuitive methods of (Ozaki, 1979) widely
un-applied, outdated and obsolete.
This manuscript wants to re-discover the method of (Ozaki, 1979), revising him under a new perspective
allowed by computational availability of the present days. These pages I go back to the very first simulation
algorithm of (Ozaki, 1979) providing and insight on an efficient inverse transform sampling (ITS) -based
simulation. Given three alternative-but-not-competing approaches for the simulation of the Hawkes process,
this discussion focuses on improving the efficiency of the oldest (and less-sophisticated) one. In particular,
showing that its main drawback (which constitutes the inefficiency of the method) can be conveniently
resolved by the use of Lambert-W functions. By doing so, the original simulation problem is thus reduced
to a straightforward sequence of simple-functions evaluations.
This is not a proper scientific novelty, indeed is a re-interpretation of a very-old approach in a way that
modern computing capabilities allow it to by practically applied much more efficiently by using a convenient
framework. As I show later, the simulation method of (Ozaki, 1979) solves in the independent evaluation
of sequences of Lambert-W functions. If on one side this sound quite appealing, i.e. simulating means
simple function evaluations, on the other hand, the Lambert-W function is quite complex, non-standard
and of difficult implementation. I.e. the problem is shifted from the complexity of the simulation itself to
the efficient computation of the Lambert-W function. However, if the latest task is properly addressed the
revised method of (Ozaki, 1979) can perhaps outperform most of the recently-developed and widespread
alternatives.
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2 Alternative approaches to the simulation of the Hawkes’ process
In the past years, a number of articles discussed the problem of the simulation of the Hawkes process. There
are three main-streams under which the simulation of the Hawkes process can be implemented.
• As precisely described in Section 3, the intensity function of the Hawkes process can be used to recover
the conditional distribution of the inter-arrival times, leading to a straightforward simulation procedure.
In particular, given a random variable X and its CDF the standard way to simulate from X is via
“inverse transform sampling” (ITS). This is the most standard procedure for simulating from a random
variable X: the method can be applied to the Hawkes process as well. The ITS-based simulation of the
Hawkes process goes back to (Ozaki, 1979). Indeed, given the popularity of the ITS method, it’s not
surprising that Ozaki (1979) is the earliest work on the simulation of the Hawkes process. Interestingly,
no further improvements and works over the findings of (Ozaki, 1979) have been lately suggested and
published. (Ozaki, 1979) algorithm is clearly inefficient since it involves a time-consuming numerical
(likely Newton-Raphson) approximation for each event being simulated. Later on, the method of
(Ogata, 1981) gained popularity as a standard simulation method, and the ITS method has been in
practice abandoned.
• First of all, being the Hawkes process a generic non-homogeneous Poisson process the general procedure
for the simulation of the non-homogeneous Poisson process applies. This is the so-called “Thinning
algorithm”. The theoretical foundation of this procedure goes back to (Lewis and Shedler, 1979), which
provides a general procedure for the simulation of a generic non-homogeneous process. This result has
first been used in the context of the Hawkes process by (Ogata, 1981), often referred to as “Ogata’s
modified thinning algorithm”. Later, this has been extended to the multivariate case too (e.g. Ogata,
1998).
• (Hawkes and Oakes, 1974) provide an immigration-birth representation of the Hawkes process. In
this context, the Hawkes process is viewed as a superimposition of a first process (immigrants) which
generate a cascade of descendant events (births). By this reasoning is possible to simulate the Hawkes
process in such a way that neither thinning nor ITS are involved. The representation in Hawkes
and Oakes (1974) attains to the Hawkes process only and by this representation, we do not get a
general simulation procedure for the non-homogeneous Poisson process as with the Thinning method.
However, the simulation based on the immigrant-birth representation is attractive over the Ogata’s
thinning and definitely outperforms the ITS of (Ozaki, 1979) (since no CDF inversion and not complex
equations are involved). The literature on the simulation of the Hawkes process in the last years mostly
evolved all around the immigrant-birth representation (Møller and Rasmussen, 2005, 2006, e.g.). The
recent algorithm of (Dassios et al., 2013) constitutes the endpoint of the literature advances: a fast
and efficient method for the simulation of the Hawkes process with an exponential kernel based on
the immigration-birth representation (no rejection-sampling and scales linear to the number of events
drawn).
In discussion shows that a convenient and simple algebraic manipulation of the original equations of (Ozaki,
1979) allow to review this leading work in terms of Lambert-W functions, and simulate the underlying
Hawkes process accordingly.
3 Arrival times simulation via IST
3.1 CDF of the inter-arrival times
Be t0, ..., ti, ..., tn the arrival times of n+ 1 events and let d0, ..., di, ..., dn denote the durations, di = ti+1− ti.
The underlying process for which {ti}i=0,...,n represents a sample, is characterized by the conditional intensity
function λ (t|Ht, θ) (or λt). The conditional intensity depends on the past history of the process (up to time
t), Ht = {t0, ..., tn} and a vector of parameters θ.
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The conditional intensity λ uniquely defines the point process and can be used to recover the conditional
CDF of the inter-event times (durations):
Ft = Pr (tn+1 ≤ t|Ht, θ) = 1− e−
∫ t
tn
λsds
where tn is the last event before t. In other words, given the realizations t0, ..., tn which define Ht and a
parameter θ, Ft is the CDF characterizing the random arrival time tn+1. Ft is entirely and uniquely specified
only by the intensity λ.
Here Ft is defined in terms of the absolute timestamp t: a more convenient notation is to define the CDF in
terms of t− tn, i.e. time passed after tn, duration t− tn. With this simple re-parametrization Ft turns into
(omitting Ht and θ from the notation):
Fδ,tn = Pr (tn+1 − tn ≤ δ) = 1− e−
∫ tn+δ
tn
λsds
Note that since λ is conditional on Ht in general Fδ,ti 6= Fδ,tj for i 6= j, therefore at each ti, the CDF
describing the duration to the next event changes as Hti−1 updates to Ht, thus affecting λt.
3.2 Inverse transform sampling - The Ozaki (1979) approach
A standard approach for random number sampling is the so-called inverse transform sampling. Given the
CDF FX and its inverse F
−1
X , we can generate a random draw x form X by:
x = F−1x (u) , u ∈ [0, 1]
In general, given a uniform random variable U over [0, 1], X = F−1X (U).
For a complex CDF F the inverse F−1X may not be available in analytic form. A turnaround to apply the
inverse transform sampling is to numerically solve (for x) the equation:
FX (x) = u
For any u, a solution x∗ is by construction a draw from X.
Going back to the introduction, this procedure can be exploited for simulating the arrival time tn+1 given
that the last event is tn and Ht is known. The solution δ
∗, solving
Fδ,tn − u = 0
is a randomly sampled duration from Fδ,tn of the time between tn+1 (random at tn) and tn (observed in tn
and included in Htn).
3.3 The Ozaki algorithm
The (Ozaki, 1979) algorithm is a straightforward application of the ITS method over the CDF FX of the inter-
arrival times of the Hawkes process. This distribution is explicitly addressed in 3.2, where the mathematical
discussion on the Lambert-W approach is carried out. The following resembles the original simulation
approach:
i Given a starting point t0 and a set of parameters θ, compute λ0.
ii Generate a random uniform draw u ∈ [0, ], obtain δ∗ solving for δ: Fδ,0 − u = 0.
iii Set t1 = t0 + δ.
iv Iterate by repeating steps ii and iii: taring from t1, obtain t2 and so on.
The set {t0, t1, ...} is then a simulated path from the process characterized by the intensity λ (t|Ht, θ). The
major drawback of this simple and straightforward approach is the numerical solution required in (ii): in
this form, the algorithm is clearly inefficient and there’s no surprise that alternative methods have been
developed.
3
4 Arrival times simulation via Lambert-W functions
4.1 Lambert-W function
For a complez number z consider the function f (z) = zez. The inverse function f−1 (zez) is the so-called
Lambert-W function:
z = f−1 (zez) = W (zez)
Given a general problem in the form zez = w, its solution (z∗) is therefore z∗ = W (w).
Consider a non-linear equation in the form:
aex + bx+ c = 0 (1)
a solution for x can be easily obtained by use of the W function.
Set y = bx+ c, then eq. (1) rewrites as ae
y−c
b + y = 0. After some emelentary algebra, this rearanges as:
− y
b
e−
y
b =
a
b
e−
c
b (2)
Equation (2) is in the form zez = w, whose solution is W (w): it rewrites as bx + c = −bW (ab e− cb ). Then,
the general solution of eq. (1) is:
x = −W (d)− c
b
with d =
a
b
e−
c
b (3)
4.2 Inverse transform sampling - The “Lambert” approach
Consider the uni-variate self-exciting counting process Nt whose intensity is given by:
λ (t) = µ+
∫ t
−∞
g (t− u) dN (d) = µ+
∑
tk<t
g(t− tk) (4)
and consider the response function g(t) = αe−bt. Given the events t0, ..., tk, the conditional CDF Ftk,δ is
given by:
Ftk,δ = 1− e−
∫ tk+δ
tk
µ+α
∑k
i=1 e
−β(t−ti)
The intergal in the exponential solves to:∫ tk+δ
tk
µ+ α
k∑
i=1
e−β(t−ti) = µδ + α
k∑
i=1
∫ tk+δ
tk
e−β(t−ti) = µδ − α
β
[
e−βδ − 1]Sk
where Sk is the sum-of-exponents over all the k time instances, Sk =
∑k
i=1 e
−β(tk−ti).
According to section 3.2, to simulate a sample duration tn+1− ti for the time to the next event after tn, one
needs to solve (u ∈ [0, 1]):
Ftk,δ − u = 0 (5)
By rewriting eq. (5) by use of the above integration, one immediately rewrites eq. (5):
αSke
x + µx+ [−β log (1− u)− αSk] = 0
where x replaces −βδ by x. This is a non-linear equation in the form (1), with x = −βδ, A = αSk, B = µ
and C = −β log (1− u)− αSk.
By equation (3), −βδ = W (d)− CB , therefore:
4
δ =
1
β
[
W (d)− C
B
]
d =
A
B
e−
C
B , A = αSk, B = µ, C = −β log (1− u)− αSk
(6)
By some algebra on d and CB one obtains the following convenient representations:
d =
αSk
µ
(1− u) βµ eαSkµ C
B
= log
[
(1− u) βµ
]
+
αSk
µ
(7)
Note if that U ∼ Unif [0, 1], then 1−U distributes as a uniform distribution on [0, 1] as well. Equations (6)
and (7) lead to the final set of simplified equations, from which the solution of (5) is immediately recovered:
δ =
1
β
[W (d)− logB −A] (8a)
d = ABeA, A =
α
µ
Sk, B = u
β
µ (8b)
4.3 The Lambert algorithm
i Generate a random draw r from an exponential distribution with parameter µ.1 Set t0 = r.
ii Compute the quantities in (8b) and get δ from equation (8a). Set t1 = t0 + δ.
iii Iterate [ii]. Assume t0, ..., ti are available (have been generated), compute the quantities in equation
(8a), compute δ from equation (8a) and set ti+1 = ti + δ.
5 Performance against competing algorithms
As a benchmark for evaluating the simulation method here described (hereafter called Lambert) I imple-
mented three relevant alternatives. (i) The inverse transform sampling as in Ozaki (1979), where the Lambert
argument has not been discussed, and eq. (5) is numerically solved. (ii) Ogata’s thinning algorithm (Ogata,
1981), which is likely the most common choice for the simulation of the Hawkes process. (iii) Dassios et al.
(2013) procedure based on the cluster representation of the Hawkes process.
Inverse sampling transform. The simulation algorithm discussed in Ozaki (1979) exploits the standard
simulation method based on the inverse sampling transform and is the closest algorithm to the Lambert
method here introduced. However in Ozaki (1979) the exact solution of equation (1) is not addressed. The
zero of the transcendental equation (1) is found numerically via Newton-Raphson method. This is the main
drawback of the method ITS of Ozaki (1979): the solution is approximate and the root of eq. (1) is found
via a time-consuming numerical approximation (as Ogata, 1981, points out). The Lambert simulation solves
both the issues, providing exact solutions and avoiding any numerical approximation. Solutions of eq. (1)
are simply computed evaluating eq. (3). As a consequence the gain in terms of efficiency is outstanding, see
Fig. 1.
Thinning. A common technique for generating an in-homogeneous Poisson process is via thinning algorithm,
first introduced in Lewis and Shedler (1979). The intuitive idea is that of simulating a candidate point from a
homogeneous process which is kept or removed probabilistically in such a way that the set of all the remaining
points satisfy the time-varying intensity λt. A very similar approach is the so-called Ogata modified thinning
1This is a standard procedure in the context of the Hawkes process. Since there’s no history to condition the intensity on,
the first draw is generated assuming λ = µ, corresponding to the intensity of an exponential distribution.
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algorithm (Ogata, 1981). While (Lewis and Shedler, 1979) require an almost sure upper bound M for λt,
given the non-increasing behaviour of the intensity (4) (with g (t) = αe−βt) in periods without arrivals,
it is practically possible to identify an upper bound for λt at any t. By recalling the left-continuity of λt
(predictability given Ht) and assuming that the intensity jump size of at every event is not greater than α:
λ
(
t+i
) ≥ λ (t) with t ∈ [ti, ti+1]. Therefore for any t in any interval [ti, ti+1], Mt = λ (t+i ) is an upper bound
for λt. By updating Mt at every simulated event, one defines a piece-wise function bounding λt at any t
(and M0 = µ).
The probabilistic pruning involved in the thinning algorithm constitutes its main drawback: a candidate
point is kept (becomes an actual event of the process) with some probability, otherwise another random
point is generated and so on, until the condition is randomly met. Therefore the algorithm does not provide
a sample of length n in a fixed amount of steps and a precise amount of time. Also, M needs to be updated at
every step (regardless or not if the random condition is met) by evaluating λt, which can be time-consuming,
especially when the simulated process is long (many draws). Moreover, the algorithm indeed requires the
simulation of two random numbers at each step, not just one and the execution time scales non-linearly with
the number of draws.
Exact simulation. Among the simulations algorithms based on the immigration-birth representation of
the Hawkes process (Hawkes and Oakes, 1974), the simulation procedure proposed in Dassios et al. (2013) is
the one chosen as a benchmark. Alternatives like Møller and Rasmussen (2005, 2006) may suffer from edge
effects and are computationally more complex than Dassios et al. (2013). An advantage of Dassios et al.
(2013) over the thinning algorithm is the (i) absence of rejection sampling (no draws are discarded based on
some probabilistic condition) and (ii) linear time-scaling of the number of draws.
Fig. 1 provides a clear and immediate outlook of the performance of the four selected algorithms. Not too
much to comment over the relative efficiency of the Lambert method against Ozaki (1979) and Ogata (1981).
The algorithm of Dassios et al. (2013) can be outperformed by the Lambert algorithm depending on how
efficiently the Lambert-W is implemented, Matlab’s inbuilt lambertw function is not a basic implementation:
the argument can be reals, vector, matrices of real and complex numbers (this negative one as well), whereas
the algorithm only requires the evaluation of the Lambert-W function for positive real numbers. Therefore
I wrote my own function which does exactly what is needed and nothing more, leading to an important gain
in runtime. The custom function is based on Halley’s method (see e.g. Veberic, 2010). This is the difference
between the lines marked as “Lambert-Matlab” and “Lambert-Halley” in Fig. 1.
6 Concluding remarks
The Lambert method rediscovers the feasibility of the ITS for the Hawkes process, in such a way that
nowadays’s most standard approach (Ogata’s thinning) is greatly outperformed by the Lambert method.
This is quite interesting considering that the Ozaki method has been abandoned more 40 years ago, lacking
for a clear direction for any improvement. The math here presented is very elementary and reduced to
basic algebra: the apparent complexity of the ITS involving the CDF inversion is overcome by proper use of
Lambert-W functions as in eq. (3). Importantly, as the figure clearly shows, the performance of the Lambert
algorithm depends on the efficiency of the Lambert-W function implementation, as well as the efficiency in
the implementation of all the other methods. So far, no further improvements can be done on the codes here
implemented, however, it’s hard to argue that the plot does not clearly identify a “winning” algorithm.
Perhaps this is not enough to show that the Lambert approach outperforms the other ones on a general
basis, but for sure it rediscovers the outdated method of (Ozaki, 1979) finding him, based on nowadays’ fast
computers and excellent computing environments, capable of competing with the most recent alternatives,
when re-arranged in terms of Lambert-W functions.
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Figure 1: Comparison between different algorithms for the simulation of the Hawkes process. Note:
“Lambert-matalb” corresponds to the implementation with Matlab’s lambertw function, “Matlab-Halley”
is the implementation over my own Lambert-W function by using Halley’s method.
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